
Open Up a Universe of New Networking Possibilities.
Economical MPLS Alternative.
True Bandwidth Bonding.
Easy and Secure Remote VPN.

Peplink Balance
SpeedFusion for VPN

Pepwave MAX
SpeedFusion for Bandwidth Bonding

Pepwave AP
SpeedFusion for Remote Access
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Peplink's patent-pending SpeedFusion technology powers enterprise VPNs that tap into the bandwidth of up 
to 13 low-cost cable, DSL, 3G/4G/LTE, and other links connected anywhere on your corporate or institutional 
WAN. Whether you’re transferring a few documents or driving realtime POS data, video feeds, and VoIP 
conversations, SpeedFusion pumps all your data down a single fat datapipe that's budget-friendly, ultra-fast, 
and easily configurable to suit any networking environment.

SpeedFusion™
Affordable, High-Speed, and Flexible Enterprise VPN for the Next Generation of Business

SpeedFusion for VPN. Cost-Effective and Reliable MPLS Alternative.
SpeedFusion seamlessly bonds all your WANs and their connected bandwidth to create a fast and 
dependable site-to-site VPN that frees you from relying on expensive MPLS connections. Using intelligent, 
per-packet bonding algorithms, advanced QoS, and automatic failover, SpeedFusion keeps your network up 
and running smoothly at all times, even when network traffic's at its heaviest.

SpeedFusion for Bandwidth Bonding. Boost WAN Speed with Ease.
SpeedFusion bonds multiple cellular links to move your documents, VoIP, video, and other data at blazing 
speeds, wherever your work takes you. Concerned about security on the road and at the office? SpeedFusion 
locks down every transfer with 256-bit military-grade encryption, and you can define site-specific firewall 
rules for each subnetwork.

SpeedFusion for Remote Access. Versatile VPN Deployment.
The Pepwave AP series supports SpeedFusion, so mobile and branch users can take advantage of all the 
benefits of a SpeedFusion-powered VPN wherever they are, using their iPads, iPhones, Android devices, 
laptops, and more. From corporate headquarters to branch offices and mobile outposts, all your users get  
secure, and fast access to company resources.
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